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Dear Gifting Partner,

We’re excited to share our gifting catalogue of 
the season with you. After serving our gourmet 
flavoured coffees to over 5 lakh coffee drinkers, 
we’re stoked to introduce our holiday 
collection. Our new Gifting range includes a collection. Our new Gifting range includes a 
series of delicious hot chocolate, chic tumblers, 
gorgeous Nordic flasks, and signature mugs that 
would be a great addition to any gifting 
hamper.

In case of any gifting requirements
or inquiries, feel free to contact us on 
partner@countrybean.in or 93303387partner@countrybean.in or 9330338776.
We look forward to hearing from you!

Aditi
Founder, Country Bean
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Partnerships

“Absolutely loved the
coffee & packaging!”

“It was a pleasure working
with Country Bean.”



“Country Bean does instant 
coffee like none other.”



Hazelnut 
Coffee

One of the most romantic things about
Prague is having a warm cup of coffee on
the moored-up boats along the river banks

Prague MRP: Rs.799

Vanilla
Coffee



Chocolate
Cookies

Strawberry
Cheesecake
Coffee

Norway
We know that the original “Norwegian Dream” 
was a simple one. A steaming cup of coffee & 
chocolatey cookie. That is a dream fulfilled !

MRP: Rs.1100



Greenland MRP: Rs.1200

Known for its iced mountains and hot springs, 
Greenland is as dreamy as it gets. Rolled up in a
blanket, holding on to a cup of hot chocolate 
and comforting cookie, this gift box takes 
you to dreamland.

Hazelnut Hot
Chocolate Black Forest

Hot Chocolate



Austria MRP: Rs.1200

Austria, the land of castles & beautiful palaces: 
known for its Viennese hot chocolate. 
Super rich and creamy, absolutely decadent.

Classic Hot
Chocolate Coffee

Cookies



Belgium MRP: Rs.1349

Belgium is known for its “tasty lifestyle,” 
frolicking through the carnival seasons 
with delicious flavoured coffees and 
creamy rich hot chocolates.

Stawberry
Cheesecake
Coffee

Blueberry
Muffin Coffee

Black Forest
Hot Chocolate



Vienna MRP: Rs.1499

A walk-through Vienna’s artistic castles, 
holding onto your cup of delicious coffee, 
feels like a perfectly happy day!

Stawberry
Cheesecake
Coffee

Caramel
Coffee

Original
Coffee

Hazelnut
Coffee



Estonia MRP: Rs.2100

Estonia is your perfect Baltic escape, 
surrounded by lush green dewy forests. 
Imagine pouring yourself a delicious 
cup of frothy coffee in this perfect landscape.

Hazelnut
Coffee

Milk Frother



Germany MRP: Rs.2400

Indulge in the green and windy German 
winters, with your piping hot cup of 
frothy coffee.

Vanilla
CoffeeHazelnut

Coffee

Milk 
Frother
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At a glance..

Prague
MRP: Rs 799

MRP: Rs 1200 MRP: Rs 1200

MRP: Rs 1100
Norway

Greenland Austria
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Belgium Vienna

Estonia Germany

MRP: Rs 1349

MRP: Rs 2100 MRP: Rs 2400

MRP: Rs 1499



Reach us at:

partner@countrybean.in

+91 9330338776

www.countrybean.in

For orders & 
enquiries



Make cafe-like 
coffee at home
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